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TAT capstones draw outside contributors:
COMMUNITY AND PROFESSIONALS GET INVOLVED IN THIS YEAR'S SENIOR TAT CAPSTONES
Kimber Solana, Staff Reporter
KlMBERREY_SOLANA@CSUMB.EDU

Heaven, hell, love, and everything
in between is the subject of one
of the biggest TAT productions
ever produced for a capstone.
TAT senior Zachary Krone wrote,
acted in, directed, and musically
composed a 15-minute capstone
titled “The Great Divide.”
“The Great Divide” will be
presented at the TAT Capstone
Festival on May 20 at the World
Theater from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
It’s a religious comedy about a

young man who dies and unde
servedly gets into heaven. While
in purgatory, he meets a girl who
is unjustly going to hell. They
fall in love and thus force him to
choose to be in love in hell or be
alone in heaven.
“The story of this movie is a
religious satire that pokes fun at
modem Christian dogma,” Krone
said.
The film was co-directed by
TAT senior Jennifer Lucia and
produced by TAT senior Jerry
Brown. “The Great Divide” fea
tures over 120 extras, music from
DIVIDE continued on page 10
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Zack Krone and Lillie Morrisson from the TAT capstone “The Great Divide.”

Adam Joseph, A&E Editor
Adam_Joseph@csumb . edu

A moment in “Inheriting Molly,” the capstone film directed by Troy Rice.
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Hartley Muldoon (D. Ben
Noble) is an ordinary business
man in his 30s. Some would
call him a “yuppie.”
His uncle dies and leaves him
his beautiful Victorian home
stocked with antique treasures,
wood floors, and Molly, (Susan
Grant) the maid that served
Hartley’s uncle for over 30 years.
The warmth and comfort of such
a loved home belongs now to

another man who will be able to
enjoy its humble walls just as the
uncle once had.
Hartley is not sentimental like
his uncle was. He’s a business
man and sentiment isn’t what
makes money. After he arrives
to his newly inherited house, he
fires the maid, Molly, without
any hesitation or any conscience
that an old woman knows no
other world besides that house
she had lived in for so long.

MOLLY

continued on page 10

News
Life after CSUMB:
Past CSUMB graduates reminisce on their CSUMB experience
Amanda Folliard, Staff-Reporter
Amanda_Folliard@csumb.edu

This year will commemorate the
ninth graduation held by CSUMB
and will be graduating the highest
amount of students ever.
“This year is the biggest class
graduating. We’ve had almost
700 students apply for gradua
tion for the upcoming ceremony,”
said Stephanie Regevig, Alumni
Relations director.
CSUMB graduates entering
into the workforce trained both
by books and real life experience.
Sarah Glassett, a former TMAC
major, has been working for the
Monterey Naval Postgraduate
School as a Web master in their
Distributed Learning Resource

Center. She gives foil credit to
CSUMB for training her in her
related field. “Applying my real
life experiences with the client
through my capstone project—
that prepared me for the chal
lenges of working with others in
the world,” said Glassett.
Anthony Puente, another gradu
ate of CSUMB, has recently been
honored with the 2004 Director’s
Guild of America Student Film
Award for his work in Latino
films. The purpose of the award
is to give honor and bring atten
tion to minority film students.
This award is targeted toward
films that concentrate on the lives
of minorities and women. After
attending CSUMB for four years
Puente graduated as a TAT major
in 2000. He has since been attend

ing UCLA’s school of film and
television and is currently in his
fourth year. The award-winning
movie is a dramatic picture that

“Applying my real
life experiences with

the client through my

capstone project—
that prepared me for

the challenges of
working with others in

the world."
-SARAH GLASSETT

is called “Diego.” “‘Diego’ is the
story of a street-level drug dealer

What’s new for you?
Changes starting Fall 2005
Ben Demarest, StaffReporter
Benjamin_ Demarest@csumb.edu

When arriving at campus for the
Fall 2005 semester, there will be
a few changes around campus,
especially for Business majors,
Global Studies majors, or resi
dents of student housing,
“Dr. Babita Gupta will take
over as Chair [of the School of
Business] for the Academic Year
2005-06,” said Dr. Samuel Hale,
current chair of the School of
Business. Hale will be taking
advantage of the Faculty Early
Retirement Program.
The School of Business will
also be offering an Agribusiness
Management Concentration next
semester, pending its approval
from the provost and president.
The new concentration will work
in collaboration with Hartnell
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College and “place heavy empha
sis on practical hands-on learn
ing through internships and other
work experience in local agribusi
ness companies,” said Hale.
Global Studies will be offering a
new class next semester called GS
385, Earth and Social Systems.
The class will look at California
agriculture from a social, political
and economic perspective. •
“It is an MLO class but non
majors can take it for the minor
in GS or students with connec
tions to local agriculture can take
it to make their voices heard,”
said Robina Bhatti, director of the
Institute for Global Learning.
Otter
Student
Housing
Association (OSHA) will be
returning to acronym RHA. In
Fall 2004 the Residence Hall
Association (RHA), was renamed
“OSHA” in order to included the

newly completed North Quad.
This time RHA will stand for
Resident’s Housing Association.
The return to RHA is because of
two reasons. According to Stacie
Keller, RHA president. “The first
being RHA is a nationally rec
ognized organization and ‘RHA’
is more commonly used on col
lege campuses across the coun
try.” Using RHA will increase the
chances of new students recogniz
ing the organization.
Secondly, “It was difficult for
some students and staff to catch
onto what OSHA was,” said
Keller. “We have heard that it
can often be mixed up with the
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration.”

who finds himself at a crossroads
were he has to decided between
his young son and selling drugs,”
said Puente. The film will start
out airing in France at the Cannes
Film Festival and will then be
shown around the world. Puente
attributes some of his success to
CSUMB. “There weren’t many
restrictions and limitations when I
was a student,” said Puente.
Puente is currently working on
his thesis. It will consist of pro
ducing a movie called “How Deep
is the Ocean.” Puente has also
completed another movie called,
“Fallen Between the Cracks” and
is currently being showed at the
Mill Valley Film Festival in the
United Nations Film Fest.
One of the first graduates of
CSUMB was Bea Gonzales-

Ramirez. She spent her time at
CSUMB as an HCOM major and
then became the CSUMB poster
child when she shared the stage
with President Bill Clinton at the
first graduation ceremony that
CSUMB had. Gonzales-Ramirez
started CSUMB after completing
three years of her general educa
tion at Gavilan College in Gilroy.
After graduating from CSUMB,
Gonzales-Ramirez attended law
school for four years and received
her Law degree. She is currently
working as a professor at Heald
College in Salinas.
“Take it all in—the educational
experience, the friendship experi
ence, the social experience,” said
Gonzales.

Are you interested in
journalism, current
events, photography
or design?
Consider joining the Otter Realm
staff next semester.

We are looking for journalists,
editors, designers, artists,
photographers and anyone else
interested in having a part in the
campus newspaper.
Freelance work welcomed.

Contact Editor in Chief Rachel Kane
at Rachel_Kane@csumb.edu

News

Green government changes cutlery on campus
Annette Partida, Staff Reporter
Annette_Partida@csumb.edu

Biodegradable plastic looks like
regular plastic.
This year, CSUMB has aban
doned all purchases of Styrofoam
and plastics in the Dining
Commons. The bio-plastic utensils
that have replaced the Styrofoam
ones are made of com and use
half the energy to produce.
The spoons, forks, and plates
are 100 percent biodegradable
and have led to the development
of a composting program by the
Environmental Committee (EC).
“We have a goal of having
our own composting program,
especially now that we have
the bio-plastics on campus,”
said Monterey County Farm to
School Partnership (MCFTSP)
and student Environmental
Committee
(EC)
member
Jennifer Merriman.
“We want an organic farm here
on campus where we can grow
vegetable and fruits that can be
served in the DC,” said Merriman.
The composting goal is to be
able to break down tons of bio
degradable waste on campus to
meet Assembly Bill 75, which
insists that universities reduce
their waste by 50 percent to 2000
comparable levels.
Environmental senator Alex

Hofmann, a senior ESSP major,
has passed a green building reso
lution for CSUMB less than a
month ago.
The CSUMB planning depart
ment has instated a policy stat
ing that future buildings built
with student money on Fort Ord
would be to certain environmen
tal standards.
Green buildings are constructed
to use low-maintenance material
and systems while designed to
harvest as much natural energy
and natural resources as possible
within the building’s environment.
CSU Monterey Bay, Fresno,
San Jose, Northridge and San
Luis Obispo met this weekend at
a convergence and behind closed
doors in Cal Poly SLO to voice
students’ concerns and show sup
port for feasibility and imple
mentation of sustainable energy
policy (SEP) to the state’s SEP
committee.
The most notably sustainable
energy practice in the CSU sys
tem would be the increase in
solar power that would allow
each campus to supply 50 per
cent of their own every through
renewable sources by 2024.
“I think it is very important to
have such conferences. It gives
students a sense of purpose, as well
as control over issues that concern
us,” said undeclared sophomore

BMX bikers jump over students during earth week.

PHOTO BY ALEX HOFMANN

Environmentally concerned CSU students at Cal Poly.

Tristan Mansson-Perrone.
Hofmann spoke before the
panel stating, “Student represen
tatives have come from many
CSUs today.
We are all here to show sup
port for green building and
sustainability policy in the
CSU system.”
Optimal sunlight and insulation
are some target issues addressed
in the development.
There are many ecologi
cal and economical benefits to
green buildings, such as reduced
energy expenditures, operational
and maintenance costs.
“We have recognized the
long term financial benefits.
The planning department at
CSUMB has made the com
mitment to have all of the new
buildings built to green building
standards,” said Hofmann.
According to Hofmann and the
planning department, for every
two percent that is financially
invested in a green building, a 20
percent yield is returned in the
long run.
“It’s important that the CSU
consider more than just the
immediate economic bottom-line
while shaping this policy.
There are environmental and
social ramifications that are
equally important as the eco
nomic bottom line,” said Cal Poly
ASI president Tylor Middlestad.
The convergence was one of
the major events planned by

the committee, but it wasn’t the
only act of environmental con
cern performed by CSUMB’s
Environmental Committee.
CSUMB has already met the
states demand by recycling and
donating 90 tons of old unneeded
office equipment from all over
the campus including chairs,
desks and computers.
Earth Week voiced the envi
ronmental buoyancy of the EC.
During the middle of the month
of April, the EC sponsored a
week full of events and shows
that would embody the celebra
tion. Tuesday was a bike-tobreakfast event. Over 50 students
showed up on wheels.
On Wednesday, there was
an organic BBQ, a mini-fair,
Arnold Schwarzeneggar water
dunking and professional BMX
bikers for entertainment. Over
500 students attended the event
to share in the experience.
“The most memorable part for
me was when I had to lie down
on the ramp and have two BMX
bikers jump me along with three
other students. It was rather
nerve racking,” said sophomore
ESSP major and EC member
Zoe Carlson.
On Thursday, The Black Box
Cabaret had an art exhibit and
the Salinas-based reggae group
DubWize played a groovy, cool
set in tribute to the event.
“It was fun to celebrate the
earth through good food, music

photo by annette partida

and art,” Carlson said.
On Friday, Earth Week ended
with the EC’s purchase of carbon
dioxide credits to acknowledge
the Kyoto Protocol’s attempt at
categorizing and tracking work
able levels of air toxins.
Companies like the Chicago
Exchange trade and sell emission
stock in a large global market.
It is the least cost method for
reducing pollution emissions and
keeping tabs and making a con
scious effort in the fight against
global warming.
“We went from zero to hero,
by bringing a huge environmen
tal consciousness to the campus,”
Hofmann said.
But not every student was
aware of the bikers and carbon
dioxide credits. Many students
didn’t get to hear music or see
the art show.
“With the organic cotton and
recycled contents resolution, the
bio-plastic and our compost
ing program, we are now the
greenest campus in the state,”
stated third year GS major Yuri
Beckelman.
There has been a drastic flow
of conscience toward the envi
ronment on campus.
“CSUMB is all for it. We
think it’s the right thing to do,”
Hofmann said.
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Residential Life changes campus housing policies
Justin Kisner, Staff Reporter
JUSTIN_KlSNER@CSUMB.EDU

A new on-campus housing policy
pertaining to cost rates will go
into affect starting this upcoming
school year.
According
to
Andy
Klingelhoefer, dean of Student
Life, this policy is meant to be a
way to stabilize student spending
so that students can plan ahead.
The policy will not go into
affect without there first being a
five percent rate increase added to
this year’s costs.
“The decision was to raise rates
this coming year, but then for all
students next year that rate will
hold, if you’re a freshman for five
years, if you’re a sophomore for
four, if you’re a junior for three,
etc. etc.,” said Klingelhoefer.
“It holds for five years depend
ing on what level you come into
the campus or what level you
are at when it takes effect,” said
Klingelhoefer.
In other words, students will
not have to worry about housing
costs increasing while attending
CSUMB for the expected time it
takes to graduate.

At the end of the five-year
period the housing rates will then
increase to the incoming rate
at that time and will continue
to increase every year with the
incoming rate.
This stabilization does not mean
that students will pay one base
price for all on-campus housing.
Those students wishing to live
in Frederick Park, the North Quad
apartments or in the residency
halls with fewer roommates will
naturally have to pay more than
those living in the residency halls
with multiple roommates.
Students who change facilities
will have to pay more for the
improved living situation but the
cost will stay at the rate it was when
that student entered CSUMB.
“If you change from residence
halls to the suites or apartments
you’ll pay the rate that it was
at the time you entered,” said
Klingelhoefer.
This new policy will also dou
ble as an incentive for students to
graduate within five years.
Time to degree is a major
concern for the CSU in general,
according to Klingelhoefer.
“One of the thoughts that have
been is that it will also help stu

dents plan for a five year gradua
tion,” said Klingelhoefer.
“It doesn’t force anybody to be
gone in five years; it just means
that the rates will go up at the end
of that time,” he added.
There is a high persistence of
fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth
year students on this campus,
none of which were available for
comment.
According to Klingelhoefer, the
system as a whole would like
to see students out in five or six
years to make room for incoming
freshmen and transfers.
“It’s a rate policy that we felt
would allow students to plan
long term and it might encourage
folks, because there will be a rate
increase at that point of time to
pursue their degree and be done,”
said Klingelhoefer.
Until this year CSUMB was
over occupancy in all on-campus
housing and is expected to be
back at that point in two years,
according to Klingelhoefer.
“If students graduate at a faster
rate then it will open up more
slots for new students to come
in,” said Klingelhoefer.
Outside an East Campus apartment.

photos by chad ghiron

EMPOWER capstone grant winners
This is the second year
that EMPOWER gave a
capstone granito students
working on capstones
that relate to ending vio
lence against women
and/or the broader scope
of women’s issues.
Anyone interested in
applying for the grant
for next year should
contact Molly Jager via
FirstClass.

Grant winners:
Allison Amor & Emma Gonzales, HCOM- $1000
“Silent Survival of Women in Juarez, Mexico”
Farhana Ferdous, VPA - $500
“Veil”
Sabrina Siino, GS - $700
“Family Structure in Refuse Dumps ”

Runners-up:
Michelle Turner, CST
“The Volunteer Center of Monterey County ”

Sarah Street, ISSM
“The Philippines for Beginners ”

Ingrid Carlson, GS
“Learning to Live: Refuge Youth in France ”
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Sports
Athletics Awards and Last Goodbye
Josh Warren, StaffReporter

were recognized
one last time,
and each senior
received
a parting
On May 15 CSUMB athletics reflected on
the intercollegiate athletic teams’ seasons gift.
President
of
for the past year at the 2004-05 All Sports
Peter
Banquet, held at the University Center on CSUMB
Smith made a sur
the CSUMB campus.
The banquet was to honor the 25 seniors prise visit to the
across all sports that finished their career at banquet and spoke
CSUMB, as well as honoring those outstand briefly to all the
ing student athletes that helped their team suc athletes. “You are
a part of the heart
ceed or were outstanding in the classroom.
The ceremony started roughly around 3 of the university,”
p.m. with a PowerPoint presentation of each said Smith in a very
team’s highlight moments throughout their encouraging speech
season. After a quick prayer led by men’s he gave to all of
basketball freshman Nick Corso, Director of the athletes at the
Athletics Bill Trumbo got the event rolling banquet.
Smith also pre
with his opening welcome statements.
“I would like to say thanks to all the sented the Otter
people who helped us in this inaugu of the Year award.
ral (Division II) season,” said Trumbo. This award is the
Trumbo also announced CSUMB’s brand highest recognition
new softball and baseball teams now have given to a CSUMB
their respective coaching positions filled. student athlete. The
Andrea Kenney was announced as the winner was men’s
new softball coach and Rich Aldrete was basketball player
Jared Jungwirth.
announced the new baseball coach.
The
Director
The senior athlete awards were pre
Ken Howat, Aquatic Center Manager/ Head Athletic Trainer
photos by josh warren
sented next. Each team had a head or of the Human
assistant coach come up to the podium Performance and Wellness Education Vice President for Academic Affairs Diane
and call their team’s seniors up to the Department, Dr. Bobbi Bonace, presented Cordero De Noriega, goes to a graduating
stage. There on the state, the seniors the Scholar Athlete of the Year Award. student athlete.
This award was given to the stu
This student athlete had to complete their
dent athlete who had the highest
cumulative grade point aver
"I would like to say thanks to
age during the 2004-05 season.
all the people who helped us
The winners were men’s soccer
in this inaugural (Division II)
player, Thomas “Tab” Burton
season."
and women’s volleyball player
-BILL TRUMBO
Danielle VandenBos.
The Dean of Student Life,
Andy Klingelhoefer, presented
the Athlete of the Year Award. athletic eligibility in the academic year
For this award, each team rec and has achieved the highest overall grade
ognized their own athlete of point average during their collegiate stud
the year, and then out of those ies. The winner of this award was men’s
nominees, one student athlete soccer player Jonathan R. Reedy.
was awarded the Athlete of the
The last award of the ceremony was the
Year award for all sports. The Team of the Year Award. This award went
winner of the Athlete of the to the team who best showed exemplary
Year Award was given to men’s performances both on and off the courts or
golf player Erick Justesen.
fields of play. The winners of this award
The Outstanding Senior were the women’s soccer team and the
Scholar-Athlete Award, which men’s basketball team.
was
presented by Provost and
Bill Trumbo presents Jared Jungwirth with Otter of the Year Award
F REDERICK_WARREN@CSUMB.EDU

Uncommon
Sense
By Darrel! Hiroshima, Sports Editor
Darrei.i._Hirashima@csvmb.edu

The tenure of Uncommon Sense is at an
end, as is my trip at CSUMB. So you
would think there would be more to
say, but that is just not how this one is
going to end.
All I can really think of is the gratitude
I feel towards all the people who have
helped make the sports section of the
Otter Realm what it is today, and all of
the people who helped me personally
along the way.
I have never made a secret about the
fact that I believe sports to be an important
aspect of college life, and I have never felt
that was a “conflict of interest.” Whether
people here want to accept it or not, ath
letics do a lot of good for a campus.
Trying to write this column during
my final days at CSUMB is a car wreck
waiting to happen. But that has been the
story of Uncommon Sense, a tension
engulfing the air as I anticipate my own
utter failure and a crashing image of
what I forced myself to believe I could
be. When was someone going to realize
I had no idea what I was doing?
Guess I fooled them.
But anyway, I would just like to thank
all of the people who consistently read
my column. Both of you are great.
On behalf of the entire sports staff, I
would also like to thank Bill Trumbo,
who has been personally committed to
helping the Otter Realm provide the best
possible sports coverage for the students
of CSUMB. I would also like to thank the
athletes and coaches who take time out of
their busy schedules to give interviews,
insight, and quite often, very good advice.
Someone who never gets any credit
in the newspaper is our adviser, Juanita
Darling, who has patiently put up with
flaky writers, eccentric editors and the
general disarray of advising a college
newspaper without a news room. All of
the staff is eternally grateful, even if we
are often too tired to show it.
Good luck to the future Realm staff, the
future Otter athletes, and all of the incom
ing student body, who must have used
some very uncommon sense to end up here
of all places. But you are here for a reason;
find it, and you’ll come out ahead.
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New women’s softball coach is finally named
Mike Lewis, Staff Reporter
Michael_Lewis@csumb.edu

There will be a new kid on the
block next year; whether or not
the kid will be a big burly aggres
sor or a weak, helpless victim has
yet to be determined.
CSUMB’s women’s softball
team is on target to start their
inaugural season in Feb 2006.
The upcoming team will try to
find an identity, but at least the
identity of their coach has finally
been determined.
Andrea Kenney, who spent the
last five years as the head softball coach at Claremont-MuddScripps College, was recently
named as CSUMB’s new coach.
“I’m excited about the oppor
tunity to build a program from
the ground up,” said Kenney in a
press release.
“We have an open roster
here,” said Athletic Director Bill
Trumbo of player recruitment.
“What we’re really doing is sell
ing opportunities to play.”
New players will be thrust
into the mix early as the softball team will enter the rigor
ous California Collegiate Athletic
Association (CCAA), which
includes impressive teams such
as Cal State Dominguez Hills and
San Francisco State, which had an
astronomical 81 out of 110 wins
between the two last seasons.

“I am happy it has come to be;
I’ve been here for four years and
there has not been so much as
a club team on this campus for
softball.
Many graduating students from
the area have already contacted
me with questions about the
team,” said baseball player/coach
Kyle Behling.
The interest of seasoned stu
dents and rookies alike may be
problematic for a team that is just
getting started.
“Just like all of our
other first year pro
grams it will be a real
test,” said Trumbo.
“We’re getting a
lot of interest from
high schools and
community col
leges statewide.
“I’d say 25 per
cent of the interest is
from local schools,
which is good; a lot of
kids have heard about
our new program.”
Preceding the official
spring season is a fall sea
son, which lasts six weeks.
During the six-week
period, players will participate
in non-traditional practicing by
being active in scrimmages and
conditioning activities.
This will also serve as a filter
ing tool as the official team will

be named once the fall season has
been completed.
The softball and baseball team
will share Abrams Park field for
the first year of
competition. The

Sports Complex, which is cur
rently undergoing construction,
will be home

both the softball and baseball
teams for the subsequent season.

GRAPHIC BY JOSH WARREN

Division II baseball begins, new coach named
Paul Diecidue, Staff Reporter
Paul_Diecidue@csumb . edu

This upcoming spring semester
will see the beginning of a new
team at CSUMB.
The new CSUMB baseball
team, opposed to the club team
they have now, will be mem
bers of the NCAA Division II
and will be fully scheduled in
the California Collegiate Athletic
Association (CCAA), with regu
lar season games set to begin in
61Otter Realm | May 18,2005

spring of 2006.
The search for the new head
baseball coach is complete with
Rich Aldrete, president of the
Aldrete Baseball Academy,
named as the new head coach.
Many applicants were reviewed
and a panel was formed to choose
the new coach.
“I am very excited about the
opportunity to be in the deci
sion making process for the new
head coach and about having a
Division II team here on campus

next year,” said senior baseball
club player/coach Kyle Behling
For the team’s first year, they
plan to continue to play on the
field that the club team currently
uses now.
“In 2006-07 we will have
our new softball/baseball com
plex ready to use,” said Director
of Athletics at CSUMB, Bill
Trumbo. This new complex will
be located near the current soccer
fields and will include both base
ball and softball diamonds.

The addition of both these
teams and the new softball team,
also set to start next spring, will
bring to 12 the number of NCAA
sports that CSUMB has to offer.
“I am glad to see that CSUMB
is getting more athletics for their
students to participate in,” said
one CSUMB senior. The new
baseball team will be funded by a
combination of things.
Among these things are IRA
funds, student fees, revenue
from ticket sales, advertisements,

sponsorships, and proceeds from
camps and clinics.
According to Trumbo, begin
ning in the fall of 2005, the team
will have open tryouts for all
students who meet the NCAA
requirements.
Anyone interesting in playing
on the team next year should con
tact Bill Trumbo via first class.
For those not eligible through the
NCAA, there is talk of continuing
the club team for next year.

Sports

Surfing through summer
Paul Wetterau, Staff Reporter
Paul_Wetterau@csumb.edu

On the Central Coast, the sum
mertime forces CSUMB surfers
to get creative during a period of
small, funky, junky waves.
In Monterey, the waves are
much bigger and better in the
wintertime. The waves are going
to be tiny and inconsistent but
they’ll need to be surfed.
There’s no reason to be afraid of
huge swells that would normally
migrate from Alaska because
wintertime is over. Expect to see
south swells marching in from as
far away as Australia.
“The summer means small
waves, south swells, barbe
cues and sunscreen,” said Lee
Markowitz, BUS senior.
Rub sunscreen onto faces and
necklines to avoid getting a wet
suit tan line. No one wants to look
like their tan head was glued onto
the rest of their body.
It’s time to drink margaritas,
coronas and lemonades while
waiting for an evening glass-off
session at Carmel. Some surf
without a leash with the hopes of
losing their board so they can get
closer to the pretty ladies walking
the shoreline.
Then again, the fog might make
beaches seem desolate. There are
many California stereotypes that
make those unfamiliar with area
believe that California equals fan

Surfers at Carmel Beach.

in the sun. Needless to say, tour
ists usually get a rude awakening
when their pale skin comes in
contact with the chilly water of
the Pacific Ocean.
Due to the Alaskan current, cold
water is pushed downward into the
Monterey Bay. This means that
wearing a four-millimeter wetsuit
all year-round is necessary. Seals
need blubber and Central Coast
surfers need warm wetsuits all
year. Don’t be surprised to see fog
floating over a horizon as surfers
cover themselves in hoods and
booties as they bob up and down.
Not only does the water stay
cold, fog usually sits over the
land that’s close to the coast
line whereas town’s inland sees
sunshine. There’s always time to
drive inland to Carmel Valley’s
swimming pools to enjoy the
absence of fog and presence of
warm sunlight. While there, do
some wine tasting!
Monterey has a Mediterranean
climate and it never gets too cold
or too hot along the coastline.
Sometimes, Santa Cruz can seem
like the only place that is shel
tered from the strong North West
trade winds.
The surf spots up there are
protected from the gusty winds
but are ridiculously crowded with
inexperienced surfers who cause
collisions. Waiting to catch a
wave for more than an hour is not
uncommon and as soon as there’s

one available, four other people
will drop in too. When there’s
an empty wave to enjoy, surf
board fins can get wrapped up in
hard bulbous kelp that effectively
serve as trip wires.
Don’t be intimidated by the
long wait for a wave amidst those
who wait impatiently. Instead, get
off the surfboard and dive to the
bottom to see how many crusta
ceans are looming beneath.
Due to the abundance of kelp,
the wind ripples the water a little
less and the surface of the ocean
can look like a sheet of glass or
an oil slick. Seeing through the
green waves, kelp stretches from
the reef up to the surface.
This time of year is a great time
to travel to places where you can
toss wetsuits to the side. Surfers
put their pennies together all year
and crack their piggies when plan
ning Mexican and Costa Rican
surf safaris.
When venturing off to exotic
places, remember to have respect
for their culture and let locals
catch an abundant amount of
waves. They’re not the visitors.
If there’s not time to jump on
an airplane, hop in the pick-up
truck and drive. Sometimes, less
time will be spent in the water and
more can be spent highway surf
ing. In fact, the time spent having
conversation with buddies, over
the sound of bone-jarring punk
rock music can be the highlight of

your surf trip.
Markowitz said, “I think I’m
going to drive up to my home
town of Manzanita, Ore. In the
summer, the waves are better up
there than in California.”
Eating roast beef sandwiches
and Cheetos while highway
surfing should make exercise
seem quite important. Stay in
shape. Spear fishing is sure to
keep anyone in tune with the
tides. “Abalone diving or any
thing to practice holding your
breath is good cross-training.
Skateboarding is, too, but that’s
year-round for me,” said Adam
Nielsen, a TAT senior.
Be creative too. “For cross
training, I want to do lots of men
tal surfing,” said Markowitz.
Surf videos and skateboard
ramps are the only things that
help keep a surfer’s spirit alive
during flat-day doldrums. Skate
sidewalks as if they were a wave
made of concrete.
There’s no substitute for riding
waves though. It doesn’t matter
what board is ridden when the
waves are small and lame as long
as they’re being ridden.
Funky boards are the one’s that
need to be ridden into the sand
and rocks or even broken. After
all, those boards were probably
purchased at a garage sale for
dirt-cheap anyway. Nielsen said,
“It’s time to show up at garage
sales with the hopes of finding a
fanky retro surfboard.”
Josh More, an ESSP senior said,
“I want to get a thicker 80s style
board.”
Take some flippers and a raft
and a smile will surely follow.
Goofing off is revered. This time

of year it seems like the circus
comes to town, as line-ups resem
ble comedy clubs.
Get goofy because that’s what’s
expected in summer months.
“Grab a silly board or anything
besides what you’d normally
ride,” said More.
There are no wrong answers
when choosing a board to ride.
“One thing about grabbing a silly
board is that you develop style,”
said More.
For the upcoming months,
don’t be serious. This is a great
opportunity to grow hair long and
proud. Don’t take a shower! Jump
in the ocean and allow the eye
brows to become encrusted with
crystals of salt.
“The summertime is not about
serious surfing. Grab a door if you
have to,” said More.
For those who surf competi
tively, accept the fact that burly
locals will turn red while express
ing their anger with ego-shatter
ing barks.
Stay in the ocean all summer
and realize that surfing isn’t about
being better than the next person.
Taking surfing too seriously can
destroy the true meaning of what
the lifestyle is all about,which
is having fan. Ride waves for
fan; there’s no reason to impress
anyone. “In the summer, the
waves are small and funky so, I
don’t strive for perfection,” said
Nielsen.
The best surfers aren’t the one’s
who catch the biggest and best
waves; they’re the ones who are able
to have fun in any conditions. The
summer in Monterey teaches surfers
to make something out of nothing.
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Grads
2005 Candidates for Graduation
Business
Natalie Anderson, BS
Brett Baisden, BS
Louis Banks, BS
Ermes Becerra Prado, BS
Benjamin Beck, BS
Kristopher Boudreau, BS
Marisol Brown, BS
Mark Calder, BS
Yolanda Campos, BS
Alex Crush, BS
Justin Cucciare, BS
Nathan Duckett-Flaherty, BS
Sherylen Duong, BS
Lindsey Garrett, BS
Michal Glinka, BS
Sandra Griffith, BS
Dawn Hanson, BS
Christopher lllig, BS
Nicholas Johnson, BS
Summer Jordan, BS
Eric Knox, BS
Kimberly Knudson, BS
Kay Le, BS
Maximilian Ledworowski, BS
Jayne Little, BS
Christina Luza, BS
Doralina Macias, BS
Peter Macy, BS
Joshua Mann, BS
Lee Markowitz, BS
Virginia Mendoza, BS
Kristina Meraz, BS
Adam Moro, BS
Valerie Morris, BS
Ryan Olsen, BS
Shawn Parkinson, BS
Adrianna Perez, BS
Jennifer Pettit, BS
Lorena Quiroz, BS
Valerie Renggli, BS
Irene Sanchez, BS
Callie Singh, BS
Daniel Smart, BS
Aprile Smith, BS
Anna Walter, BS
Yafen Wang, BS
Megan Williams, BS

CHHS
Aracely Avalos BA
Jose Burciaga BA
Leah Casey BA
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Christela Castro BA
Laura Chen BA
Monica Concepcion BA
Zenola Evans BA
Adriana Gallegos BA
Dennise Garcia BA
Stacey Houghton BA
Rosa Leon BA
Charlene Lord BA
Katie Malloy BA
Myrsha Mora BA
Lucas Mull BA
Amy Nielsen BA
Elizabeth Ortiz BA
Juliana Piper BA
Rebecca Price BA
Lilia Ramos BA
Kimberly Rollans BA
Susan Tiffany BA
Gemma Uribe BA
Stephanie Vargas BA

ESSP

Kenneth Adair BS
John Chaney Astilla BS
Jeremy Borja BS
Lindsay Carr BS
Gretchen Castner BS
Ann Coleman BS
Jami Davis BS
Monica Diaz BS
Nikki Dinsmore BS
Rebecca Dodson BS
Tera Farnsworth BS
Patrick Finch BS
Katherine Freitas BS
Corrine Gaxiola BS
Mark Gleason BS
Karen Gref BS
Ryan Grimsley BS
Jose Guzman BS
Alex Hofmann BS
Fredrick Houston BS
Hayley Huffman BS
Bryan Jones BS
Jason Kahle BS
Linsay Klim BS
Ryan Lockwood BS
Adam Mahnken BS
Andrea Martin BS
Kathleen McNulty BS
Heidi Montgomery BS
Roy Montgomery BS
Joshua More BS
Elizabeth Olsen BS
Chad Peddy BS

Genoveva Ruiz BS
Josh Salisbury BS
Sondra Schreibman BS
John Schweisinger BS
Jessica Sharkey BS
Amber Skall BS
Laura Sombs BS
Brad Travers BS
Alicia Vieira BS
Regina Williams BS
Hanako Wood BS

Global Studies
Ryan Andrews BA
Sebastian Biagioni BA
Danya Chazan BA
Karly Edwards BA
Ralph Fistonich BA
Clayton Frederick BA
Tamar Karengin BA
Danica Kumara BA
Broderick Lee BA
Misty Nelson BA
Julie Prince BA
Renee Rice BA
Nat Rojanasathira BA
AShindell BA
Valentina Tomov BA

Human Comm.

Nicole Avila BA
Cooper Bacon BA
Melissa Beilfuss BA
Kelly Bland BA
Jacqueline Bynum BA
Dimitra Christopoulou BA
Alexandra Christopoulou BA
Darcy Conatser BA
Paul Diecidue BA
Cynthia Drake BA
Corey Edmonds BA
Nathan Evans BA
Danielle Feliciano BA
Michael Fernandez BA
Lysa Filcek BA
Matt Fox BA
Jennifer Frainer BA
Christopher Gallegos BA
Adriana Gomez BA
Angie Haberman BA
Suzanne Hambleton BA
Darrell Hirashima BA
Trent Jameson BA

William Johnston BA
Keith Judkins BA
Alison Kerr BA
Sarah Kincaid BA
Emilie Kirson BA
Leslie Lamcke BA
Michael Lancaster BA
Rosalia Lopez BA
Alfonso Lopez BA
Elizabeth Ludin BA
Rebecca Mah BA
Ricky Maldonado BA
Joanne Martin BA
Lawrence McGhee BA
Jennifer McGuire BA
Martha Medina BA
Jessica Mendoza BA
Matthew Mueller BA
Maria Negrete BA
Kyle Petty BA
Sophia Plascencia BA
Vanessa Rivas BA
Jennah Rudisill BA
Frances Ruiz BA
Neil Sailer BA
Justin Sinner BA
Rubi Soto BA
Adam Swanson BA
Shaun Temple BA
Rachel Thomas BA
Vanessa Van De Riet BA
Judy Vang BA
Joshua Wahl BA
Lisa Wakefield BA
Beth Walter BA
MarkWeirick BA
Paul Wetterau BA
Abigail Williams BA
David Winans BA

Integ. Studies
Brandon Rose BA
Sarah Street BA
Raul Vasquez BA
Mathew Warren BA

Liberal Studies
Gloria Adame BA
Shelby Albright BA
Ronald Amey BA
Kellie Andrade BA
Jamie Andrade BA

Veronica Arellano BA
Leslie Arimas BA
Erin Arnold BA
Veronica Avalos BA
Desiree Baltazar BA
Silvia Barajas BA
Kelly Becker BA
Veronica Bejar BA
Dolores Besinaiz BA
Gregory Brown BA
Jessica Browne BA
Liliana Cabrera BA
Liliana Cabrera-Murillo BA
Nicole Carranco BA
Aide Casimiro BA
Xiomara Cazares BA
Maria Chavez BA
LeAnne Chen BA
Henry Cho BA
Samantha Clawson BA
Carmela Combs BA
Kathryn Commiciotto BA
Ulysses Coronel BA
Brittany Courtney BA
Kevin Crossgrove BA
Jason Dal Porto BA
Jana Dawe BA
Luz DeAvila BA
Norma DeSantos BA
Bianca Diaz BA
Thao Do BA
Janice Duron BA
Vanessa Estrada BA
Matthew Fiori BA
Jennifer Flores BA
Shauna Flores BA
Vanessa Fowlkes BA
Mercy Galarza BA
Jami Ganskie BA
Jessica Ganskie BA
Gabriel Garcia BA
Rosa Garcia BA
Belia Garcia-Navarro BA
Patricia Gershman BA
Rafaela Gonzales BA
Ashley Grimm BA
Laura Guerra BA
Julie Gunter BA
Rosalba Guzman BA
Susan Harris BA
Ashley Hathaway BA
Hilary Heath BA
Jenna Hedman BA
Kelli Hemenway BA
Amanda Higi BA
Felicity Hill BA
Alison Hoff BA
Andrea Holland BA
Sarah Kaminsky BA

Grads
Amber Kearney BA
Lisa Kepler BAOL
Rebecca Renee Killheffer BA
Paul Klassen BA
Nicholas Lackey BA
Estella Livingston BA
Cecilia Lopez BA
Jose Lopez BA
Sandra Magdaleno BA
lurhiski Marquez BA
David Martin BA
Anna Martinez BA
Elida Martinez BA
Casey Martling BA
Joy Matsumura BA
Erica Melesio BA
Lissette Morales BA
Marivel Moreno BA
Omar Murillo BA
Minerva Navarro BA
Kyrie Neil BA
Alejandra Nieto BA
Ana Lila Novoa BA
Alicia Obeso BA
Beatriz Olivares BA
Maria Orozco BA
Ellen Pagaduan BA
Marisol Pamatz BA
Diana Peddle BA
Deborah Powell BA
Nancy Quintero Perez BA
Dolores Ramirez BA
Anabel Ramirez BA
Nancy Ravizza BA
Sandra Regalado BA
Tammy Regazzi BA
Matt Reid BA
Cristina Rivas BA
Jennifer Robinson BA
Juan Rocha BA
Anabel Rodríguez BA
Nancy Rojas BA
Kathleen Rosenbrock BA
Erik Ruggiero BA
Christine Salcido BA
Leia Sanchez BA
Janie Sanden BA
Renee Shinkle BA
Celeste Sibbach BA
Kari Sides BA
Michelle Smith BA
Sonja Smith BA
Sundy Sosavanh BA
Jennifer Stoehr BA
Gabriel Talavera BA
Isalel Tinoco BA
Sandra Torres BA
Marina Trujillo BA
Tiana Trutna BA
JenniferTurdici BA
Genevieve Turner BA
Susie Valdez BA
Brimah Vonjo BA

Amanda Weichers BA
Mica Winsett BA
Heather Wiyninger BA
Ryan Wolff BA
Marisol Zamora BA

Masters

MA-ED
Liliana Batista MA
Felicia Billey MA
Jennifer Bouder MA
Yesenia Calderon MA
James Gross MA
Veronica Hernandez MA
Suzanne Herrera-Guillory MA
Helen Jones MA
Chrysoula Kargioti MA
David Levyssohn MA
Florentia Mareta MA
Margaret Morrison MA
Princess Pope MA
Mary Porter MA
Xina Ruheng MA
Angela Schiaffo MA
Kari Serpa MA

MIT
Louis Algaze MS
Gerardo Avila MS
Emily Garnero MS
David Hansen MS
Christopher Khan MS
Jeffrey Leonard MS
Jing Li MS
Thomas McCarty MS
Bongmyoung Park MS
Mini Purushothaman MS
Charmaigne Scott MS
Rick Skibinski MS
Craig Vershaw MS
Ian Warmerdam MS
Yanjun Yu MS

MS
Brooke Flammang MS
Colleena Perez MS
Eric Sandoval MS
Timothy Schaadt MS
Christine Schnitzler MSBUS

Math
Krista Lutz BS
Stephanie Muratori BS
Jonathan Offi BS

Music

Alice Aragon BA
Matthew Bollwinkel BA
Isaac Fischer BA

SBSC

Shane Bauer BA
David Cramer BA
Darren Owens BA
Paul Alexander BA
Menekse Apaydin BA
Ryan Arba BA
Florentino Arellano BA
Zoilo Avila BA
Stephanie Bantay BA
Jill Bonetti BA
Aurora Bravo BA
Kimberly Burdick BA
Heather Butrym BA
Eleanor Campbell-Brown BA
Francisco Canseco BA
Jo Ann Castillo BA
Brian Chambers BA
Karin Corona BA
Josefina Duran BA
Rebecca Engel BA
Bernice Esbit BA
Rebekah Fife BA
Robert Freitas BA
Yolanda Garcia BA
Neeki Gilani BA
Miguel Gomez BA
Matthew Goodlaw BA
Blanca Hernandez BA
Morgan Keach BA
Antoinette Lara BA
Marlene Macias BA
Donald Magnuson BA
Kathryn Martinez BA
Nathan McKinnis BA
Justine McMahon BA
Marisa Mercado BA
Derek Moehlenbruck BA
Lindsay Molinaro BA
Katherine Mowry BA
Eden Nance BA
Yesica Naranjo BA
Rasilind Newport BA
Remberto Nunez BA
Rhiannon O'Leary BA
Yesenia Pantoja BA
Shanda Pemberton BA
Esteban Quintero BA
Jessica Rodríguez BA
Aaron Sass BA
Brian Serabian BA

Bradford Smallwood BA
Amoldo Soto BA
Amber Stiefes BA
Nicholas Tortorelli BA
Adrienne Uribe BA
Laura Urzua BA
Kali Viker BA
Tammy Witham BA

TAT
Dustin Airola BA
Michelle Alcorn BA
Jenny Baker BA
Justin Bloch BA
Jerry Brown BA
Richard Charter BA
Malinda Derouen BA
Jacob Dovalina BA
Alejandra Espinoza BA
Denyss Estrada BA
Jeffrey Farley BA
Ryan French BA
Heather Hatlo BA
David Hernandez BA
Cody Hoffman BA
Patricia Ingle BA
Ismael Jimenez BA
Steven Jost BA
Jamie LaPolla BA
Jennifer Lucia BA
Jeff Meza BA
Christa Miles BA
Colin Miller BA
Karen Miller BA
Joseph Pestaña BA
Wallace Rice BA
Bernardo Rodríguez BA
Ryen Rodríguez BA
Cody Rosenthal BA
Glen Smallman BA
Zachary Southard BA
Joseph Torrez BA
Michael Vaughan BA
Laura Zavala BA

TMAC
Francine Aguirre BS
Girolamo Aliotti BS
Jennifer Anderson BS
Kari Beck BS
David Castro BS
Tommy Coloma BS
Hilda Cortes BS
Jorge Covarrubias BS
Ndege Diamond BS
Brittani Donnachie BS

Eidan Elbaz BS
Johnny Estrada BS
Patrick Finch BS
Anthony Fischer BS
Joseph Fisher BS
Roy Garcia BS
Bridget Geist BS
James Green BS
Dave Held BS
Troy Ison BS
Michelle Kidder BS
Faren Lauser BS
Candelario Lopez BS
Abraham Magana BS
Omar Manió BS
Paul Manship BS
Angelo Marques BS
John Mattimoe BS
Erik McDonald BS
Christopher McNary BS
Amir Mesri BS
Rebecca Millar BS
Gonzalo Nunez BS
Kalpesh Patel BS
Maria Ramirez BS
Charles Ratliff BS
Jonathon Reedy BS
Regina Rogers BS
Mario Romo BS
John Russo BS
Mathew Ruszczycky BS
Jason Schoonover BS
Diane Segawa BS
Surya Shrestha BS
Charles Spidell BS
Cynthia Trujillo BS
SiaosiTuifua BS
Laura Valdez BS
Flor Vargas BS
Aldo Vargas BS
Sacramento Villicana BS
Frederick Warren BS
Jeremy Washington BS
Jose Zavala BS

VisualPub.Arts

Prescilla Arizpe BA
Kathrine Cagat BA
Natalie Daniels BA
Whitney Deatherage BA
Francisco Eclarin BA
Mark Erickson BA
Farhana Ferdous BA
Ashley Lindsey BA
Texas Martin BA
Alexandra Moore BA
Michael Pinkerton BA
Victoria Salas BA

GRADS

continued on page 13
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Rice came to CSUMB knowing about
the capstone project. Very shortly after his
arrival he came across a short story he really
enjoyed and wrote it into a movie script.
“I’m more into the story; if it grabs me,
I’m sold,” Rice said of what inspires him.
Stanley Kubrick’s “The Shining” was the
roadmap Rice used to tell his story visually,
as the director. Rice looked to “Poltergeist
“and the original “The Amityville Horror”
for all further direction in directing “sus
pense without the gore.”
Natalie Stephens, a senior TAT major was
Rice’s right-hand woman, the producer.
“Troy was in charge of the art and
content, and I had to make his vision
work out,” said Stephens of her producing
responsibilities.
Stephens had to make it all happen.
And all of it had to happen with less than
a $10,000 budget that all came from Rice
and Stephens’ pockets. All the actors of

the film were locals who worked for food.
The only money given to them was gas
reimbursement.
Stephens had to make sure that they had
all the necessary shooting permits as well
as insurance on all the expensive, rented
equipment they filmed with.
During the difficult times of the proj
ect Stephens listen to “The Garden State”
Soundtrack to remind herself why she was
doing this.
“I would love to be responsible for pro
ducing films like that,” Stephens said.
Besides the hard work from a dedicated
crew, the real stroke of luck came with the
location Stephens found to shoot the film.
She took Rice’s visualization of a sprawl
ing Victorian home and made it tangible
reality with the help of the Modesto Film
Commission.
“The house was beautiful...it was
a blessing,” Rice said of the McHenry
Mansion Heritage House.
The hard work got harder once the film
ing location had been found. Arrangements
needed to be made to transport the large
crew and equipment to Modesto and reser
vations had to be placed on hotel rooms for
the cast and crew for eight nights.
The art director and costume designer,
Mariah Salisbury, made all the rooms that
were filmed look lived in and transformed a
child’s room into what became Molly’s room.
“There was a positive energy,” Rice
said of the possibility of any REAL ghosts
occupying the McHenry Mansion.
With such a minimal budget, Rice had to
depend on his direction of effects and the
“in-camera effects” to be efficient enough
to create that “suspense without gore.”
Shooting the film was a long and tedious
process and the days were long but every

timeframe. Krone is disappointed that a
film of this magnitude is limited to only
15 minutes as he is forced to cut scenes
important to the storyline.
“The time limit is really taking its toll,”
Krone said. “I cannot believe that the accumu
lation of four years of education is only given
15 minutes to demonstrate what we learned.”
The movie has also received some criti
cism. One preacher allegedly personally
sent Krone a hand written letter denounc
ing the making of the film. Also, some
crewmembers simply refused to work on
the project.
Lillie Morrison, the actor playing Angela,
the girl destined to go to hell, said, “I know
it’s controversial for a number of reasons,
but why should Zack’s vision of the after
life be any more or less accurate than all
the others?”

Despite the scale
of the film and the
controversy, Krone
is very proud of
the project. “Some
people thought we
aimed too high
and thought this
couldn’t be done,”
Krone said. “I hope
I don’t let people
down.”
Currently, Krone The Lava Lounge bartender played a fire-blowing demon photo provided by zack krone
is still in the fin for Krone’s capstone film, “The Great Divide.”
ishing stages of post production. He once friend is clarity.”
“I’m immensely proud of the product,
stayed awake till 5 a.m. trying to finish a
and whatever people’s reactions may be, it
nightclub scene from the movie.
“Even when you think you’re done, will be a strong one,” Morrisson said
“I hope that after people watch this, they’re
there’s always something that [can] be
changed,” Krone said. “A director’s best either laughing or arguing,” Krone said.

“Inheriting Molly” cast and crew outside the Victorian house used in the capstone film.

Molly

...from page 1

Molly is hit by a train later that night and
dies instantly. Souls that die with heavy
strains and stress on their minds are stuck
in an afterworld of unrest in the last famil
iar place they remember. Molly died with
quite a lot of stress, being kicked out of her
home, and the old Victorian house was the
most familiar place in the word to Molly.
Molly moves back into the house and
there is nothing Hartley could do about it.
Hartley got more in the inheritance than he
expected.
Troy Rice, a senior TAT major wrote
and directed the 16mm short-film thriller
“Inheriting Molly,” for his capstone project
that has been in the works for nearly three
years.
“It’s pure entertainment. There’s no mes
sage in the film,” Rice said.

Divide

...from page 1

the LA indy rock band the Gunshys, and
Taylor Wolfsen, owner of Club Octane
was the film’s executive producer. “Over
250 people worked to make this movie
happen,” Krone said. “This was truly a col
laborative effort.”
The beginning stages of the film started in
the end of August of last year through midSeptember that included location scouting,
creating a prop list and holding auditions.
Krone used personal and business rela
tionships he has formed over the years to
acquire his crew. “It was a lot of network
ing, going to parties and chatting with key
people to fill key positions,” Krone said.
Since fall 2004, all collaborative film
capstones have been limited to a 15-minute
10 | Otter Realm | May 18, 2005
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thing seemed to come together. The Modesto
Film Commission was even able to get a
police car, on loan, to be used in the film.
“I slept for a week after shooting,” Stephens
said of her exhaustion following the shoot. “I
wondered how we did it,” she added.
After shooting the film the second-to-last
process was the editing or the “post-produc
tion.” Junior TAT major J. Cody Baker edited
“Inheriting Molly” using the Avid Editing
Process and finished in late March.
“It was exhilarating knowing all the
work that was put into it and now it’s being
made into a DVD,” Stephens said. The last
process was the film to DVD transfer. 100
DVD copies of the film were produced.
“It wouldn’t have been possible without
a crew as passionate as I am,” Rice said of
the people that stuck with him throughout
the production, many of whom had nothing
at stake except the experience itself.
“It was a wild experience that I wouldn’t
change for the world,” said Rice on the
filmmaking experience.
Now all Troy Rice and Natalie Stephens
have to do is present their film at the
CSUMB TAT Capstone Festival.
“It’s up in the air what we will do with
it,” Stephens said of whether the film will be
entered into any upcoming film festivals.
After graduation Rice and Stephens plan to
move south to Los Angeles. Rice looks for
ward to the possibility of an assistant direct
ing gig this coming October while Stephens
will search for a job as a production assistant.
They plan to keep their legitimate production
company, Alchemist Filmworks (to turn
metal into gold), up and running.
All students and the public are welcome
to come to the TAT Capstone Festival on
May 20 from 6-10 p.m. “Inheriting Molly”
will be shown at 8 p.m. after intermission.
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Seven years of multicultural graduations
M.E.Ch.A.
Marian Muhammad, Staff Reporter
Marian_ Muhammad@csumb.edu

May 22 marks seven years of
the Chicano/a Latino/a graduation
celebration being held at CSUMB.
Initiated by campus organization
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlán (M.E.Ch.A), the cel
ebration provides Chicano/a and
Latino/a students with the oppor
tunity to reach out to one another
in acknowledgement of how far
they have come.
“Obtaining that degree can be a
stressful situation and requires sac
rifices and support from the entire
family. Our celebration seeks to
acknowledge those efforts made
by the family, friends, and com
munity as a whole”, said Estela
Hernandez, M.E.Ch.A. co-chair.
The party will be held in the
University Center Ballroom from
5:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. Although all

dam’s
A

Adam Joseph, A&E editor
Adam_Joseph@csumb.edu

Sequels, prequels, and
remakes, oh my
Summertime is notorious for its
movie releases. Movies are made
with budgets bigger than the entire
economies of some countries.
This summer is predicted to
be one of the biggest “movie
summers” since the summers of

seniors are invited to partici
pate, an emphasis will be placed
on the Chicano/a culture, said
Hernandez.
M.E.Ch.A has worked with
CLFSA, Chicano/a Latino/a
Faculty and Staff Association, to
put past graduations together.
This one was funded from both
campus and community resources
in order to provide graduates with
an array of food and entertainment.
Tickets for the graduation are also
being sold for twenty dollars to
allow friends and family of the
graduates to take part.
“It is important to shed light
on those whom the system has
considered unimportant, insig
nificant, irrelevant, and otherwise
nothing,” said Michael Fernandez,
graduating HCOM senior.
Entertainment will include a
Mariachi band, OLLIN CSUMB
Folklórico, a DJ and dinner pro
vided for the graduates and their
guests. The graduates will also

ics
P
“Indiana Jones: The Raiders of
the Lost Ark” and “Jurassic Park.”
It makes sense that Hollywood
predicts a successful summer;
the man behind many successful
films including “Indian Jones”
and “Jurassic Park,” has a new
film due out this June.
I can’t say I’m all too excited
for Steven Spielberg’s remake of
H.G. Wells’ “War of the Worlds.”
Spielberg collaborates again with
Tom Cruise in the $135 million
production. With a revamped,
modernized script, Cruise insists,
“It’s not just about aliens. It’s a
story about a dad and his kids and
their struggle to survive.”
Spielberg is also given credit
from George Lucas as a consultant
on a couple of scenes in the final
installment of the science-fiction
phenomenon “Star Wars Episode
III—Revenge of the Sith. “The
movie was filmed over a threeyear period in eight countries. It
contains over 2,000 special effects

be given the opportunity to say a
few words to their peers, friends,
and family.
According to Hernandez, the
Chicano/a Latino/a graduation
provides a more personal feel
compared to the general com
mencement ceremony. “It gives
a family touch. This is important
because Chicano/a families tend
to be very close knit,” she said.
Some Chicano/a and Latino/a
students come from low-income
backgrounds and are needed to
help support their families back
home, placing them at a slight
disadvantage from their peers,
she continued.
“It not only benefits our
CSUMB and surrounding com
munities, but sends a message
to all marginalized, dispossessed,
disenfranchised communities
that we are here, that our people
exist, and that we won’t forget the
word, our history, and our many
culturas,” said Fernandez.

The seventh Annual African
American Graduation Celebration
is set for Friday, May 20 at the
Christian Memorial Tabernacle
located on Colonel Durham
Road.
The celebration will start at
6:30 p.m. with a total of 13 gradu
ating students participating. This
event will celebrate the comple
tion of both master’s degrees and
bachelor’s degrees for members of
CSUMB’s Black Student Union
(BSU). Along with the BSU, the
celebration is co-sponsored by
the African American Faculty and
Staff Association (AAFSA).
Grad student Princess Pope
said, “A celebration like this helps

and has earned the first PG-13 rat
ing in the entire series.
I’m counting on director
Christopher Nolan (“Memento”)
to revive the flying rat that hasn’t
seen a good day since Tim Burton
and Jack Nicholson’s 1989
take on the DC Comic super
hero. Masked millionaire, Bruce
Wayne, AKA Batman, will be
played by Christian Bale. The
$150 million dollar prequel
Batman Begins, due out in June,
has a solid supporting cast includ
ing Gary Oldman, Michael Caine
and Morgan Freeman.
July marks the bittersweet release
of the remake “Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory.” Bitter because,
why try to fix something that’s
perfect as is as a musical, includ
ing a performance by Gene Wilder
that is one of the top 10 best acting
performances of all time. It’s sweet
because Tim Burton and Johnny
Depp, without a doubt, are the best
men for the job.
There are some worthwhile lowbudget (under $100 million) films
being released this summer that may
shine brightly up against the bigbudgeted films mentioned above.

Paul Haggis, the writer of
“Million Dollar Baby,” makes his
directorial debut with “Crash,” a
dark, bleak, and sometimes funny
multi-character study of race rela
tions in Los Angeles. The film
is now playing and stars Don
Cheadle and Matt Dillon.
Master innovator and horror
guru George Romero releases his
awaited “Land of the Dead”; this
is the fourth film of the “Night
of the Living Dead” series that
began almost 40 years ago. Dennis
Hopper stars in the zombie-pre
mised film due out in June.
Billy Bob Thornton stars as the
drunken, nihilistic baseball coach
that the late Walter Matthau played
30 years ago in “The Bad News
Bears.” Director Richard Linklater
(“Dazed & Confused”) steps up
to the plate trying his hand in the
game of remakes this July.
The release of “The Brothers
Grimm” has been delayed for
nearly 18 months and will finally
see the light of day this July.
Terry Gilliam (“Brazil, The Fisher
King”) seems like the perfect
director for a film that has been
said to be “a freaky vision” by

BSU
Paul Diecidue and Chad Rede,
StaffReporters
Paui._Diecidue@csumb . edu
Chad_rede@csumb.edu

to reverse the declining trend by
motivating younger members of
our community to continue their
quest for a college degree regard
less of appearances and their
financial circumstances.”
Senior Business major and
Health and Wellness minor Louis
Banks said, “I think it is an awe
some idea to have a celebration
for people that have things in
common such as being African
American and graduating from a
four year university.”
Banks exemplifies the “histori
cally undereducated” class whom
CSUMB’s vision statement sets
out to serve.
“I know for me, graduating is a
blessing. Being the oldest of nine
kids, and the first generation, like
many of us, to graduate is huge,”
said Banks.
Each graduating student will
receive a certificate and a sash in rec
ognition of their accomplishments.
its stars Matt Damon and Monica
Bellucci.
Lastly, Jim Jarmusch’s (“Down
by Law”) “Broken Flowers” may
be the gem of the summer, hitting
theaters this August. Bill Murray
plays an aging ladies man who dis
covers he may have a 19-year-old
son. He takes ajourney to reconnect
with past lovers (Jessica Lange,
Sharon Stone, Tilda Swinton) in
hopes of finding the one that might
be the kid’s mother.

IMAGE COURTESY OF IMDB.COM
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Arts & Essence

The Low Down
To post an event please e-mail Adam
Joseph via FirstClass

Friday, Way 20
This is your chance to see capstones
from the first candidates from CSUMB’s
Music and Performing Arts Program.
Everyone is welcome to the MPA
Capstone Festival. 5-8 p.m. Music Hall,
582-3009.
The TAT Capstone Festival is sure to be
entertain all those in attendance. 6-10
p.m.The World Theater, 582-4580.

Saturday, May 28 - 29
“Red, White and a Little Blues, Some
Rock and Latin, Too Festival," to cel
ebrate Memorial Day with live blues, rock
and Latin music, arts, crafts, and more,
up and down Monterey’s Alvarado Street.
11a.m.-4 p.m. 655-8070
Thursday/Friday, June 2-3
Downtown Monterey’s new music venue
Monterey Live opens its doors for a sneak
preview featuring the Robin Nolan Trio
and gypsy jazz guitarist, Howard Alden,
who played the music in Woody Allen’s
Sweet and Lowdown. 8 p.m. Friday; 9
p.m. Saturday. $18.414 Alvarado Street,
Monterey 646-1415.

Saturday, June 18
Annual Movie on the Beach
Bring a blanket, a picnic, and someone
special. Call 626-1255 for all other infor
mation. 13th Avenue. Cove, Carmel.

Friday, June 24 - Sunday, June 26
20th Monterey Bay Blues Festival this year
features The Neville Brothers, Dr. John,
Ruth Brown, Billy Preston, and 45 other
acts performing on three stages. Call
394-2652 for further information.

't
Monday, July 16 - August 6
The Carmel Bach Festival draws inter
national visitors and musicians to revel
in the powerful music of Bach. Call 6242046 for further information.

Saturday, July 30 - 31
The Feast of Lanterns has been a Pacific
Grove tradition for as long as PG has
been a city. The Community celebration
includes a pet parade, street dancing,
fireworks, and much, much more. Free.
649-8737.
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Miss Epiphany

is bored
My friend A. had just told me about
how he blew an unknown janitor last
night when we were coming out of
that Chinese place on Fremont, The
Golden China Inn, from having mu
shu beef and lemon chicken.
As we walked to my car, we saw
what we could only assume to be a
homeless person in dingy camouflage
gear standing outside the martial arts
studio across the parking lot from
Golden China.
I reached for my keys. He dis
mounted his bicycle and took a fight
ing stance, his legs a little more than
hip width apart and his arms up in a
defensive boxing pose, mimicking the
teacher who could be seen through the
wall-length window.
He kicked his leg in the air. He
strained and grunted, his foot cata
pulting so fiercely above his head I
thought his tennis shoe would fly off.
We got into the car and watched
him for about a minute. I laughed so
hard I nearly pissed my pants. “He’s
trying to get a free lesson,” said A.
He sat in the passenger’s seat without
judgment.
“I have to get a picture of this,”
I pulled out my camera phone and
snapped a picture of the guy in a
defense pose with his arms in front of
him. I snapped another of him with his
leg extended high up above his head
and his arms at his side.

Now, before anyone says anything, I
know how this looks.
A friend and I laughing at a home
less person from inside my completely
paid-for car and taking pictures of
this man with my $150 camera phone
having just stuffed ourselves with
Chinese food is, at the very least, a
gross prospect.
But put all those thoughts of class
oppression and financial irresponsi
bility aside and focus with me on the
main point of my story.
I am really, truly, undeniably and
disgustingly bored.
Coming from Los Angeles, where
there is definitely no shortage of men
tally ill and, let’s face it at first glance,
amusing homeless people, I am used
to being confronted with strange peo
ple doing some off-color things.
The difference between me in high
school living in the monster that is
L.A. and me in college living in the
three legged raccoon that is Monterey
is that in L.A., I would have looked
at Black belt Bum, laughed a bit, and
drove off to bigger and better distrac
tions, like a museum or a $10 punk
show or some great, cheap shopping
or a film festival or a silent film.
In Seaside, a bum practicing the
Korean fighting art form of Tae
Kwon Doe on the sidewalk is a main
attraction.
No wonder the kids on campus

are getting blitzed out of their skulls
every weekend. The lesson here is
this: There is no such thing as good,
clean, affordable fun within the grasp
of the average underage student at
CSUMB.
Sure, there are a bunch of over
priced restaurants on Cannery Row a
student could frequent and they have
lovely sunsets, but once a person has
eaten at Bubba Gump’s and heard
those trivia questions rattled off from
the person who sits next to them in
MATH 100, the whole thing loses a bit
of its charm.
The Aquarium is expensive and
static, Fisherman’s Warf is full of
territorial seagulls and the little pres
ents they leave the tourists on the
walkways and Pacific Grove is where
antique furniture comes to retire.
Carmel-by-the-Sea is generally
overpriced and unfriendly to students,
Downtown Monterey shuts down after
dark, basically, leaving only the 21
and over bars and clubs for people to
grind against each other or make small
talk in.
The Del Monte Center, complete
with fully stocked Chico’s clothier,
has recently been overrun by loud ver
sions of our former selves, only these
kids have money instead of manners.
Not that the Del Monte Center
would be great otherwise. The only
decent mall, and I use the word
‘decent’ loosely, within the vicinity is
in Salinas, and taking a wrong turn in
that labyrinthine-like city might get a
person shot.
The last time I drove into Salinas
as a favor to a friend, a man showed
me his penis, I saw a gang with guns
clearly exposed and a guy living in his
car outside a church. All this happened
before I even got out of my car.
If there is any entertainment avail
able in this area for a person in their
late teens and early 20s it’s just to
participate in and watch the show that
is life.
Gentle members of the audience be
warned: the younger members of the
cast have thrown out the script and are
making it up as they go.
What else could they do with a
venue like this?

Winter
Grads

Grads

Nathan Akel BS-TMAC
Mireya Albarran BA-VPA
Ryan Alderman BA-TAT4
Ebrahim Alhothy BS-BUS
Stacey Alvarez BS-BUS
Mukhtar Amir BS-BUS
Kevin Anderson BS-BUS
Ryan Baird BS-BUS
Dana Barber BA-CHHS
Katie Barnes BA-LS
William Benschoter BA-VPA
Amy Bierman BA-LS
James Black BA-VPA
Carissa Bonner BA-CHHS
Jordan Brooke BA-HCOM
Julia Brown BA-LS
William Buffington BS-TMAC
Braeden Burns BA-TAT4
Sierra Campbell BA-IS1
Carina Carrisoza BA-CHHS
Gregorio Castro BS-BUS
Corine Charm BA-SBSC1
Aidee Chavez BA-LS
Roberto Chavez BA-LS
Richard Clapp BA-HCOM
Julie Conrad BA-GS1
Sushila Conrey BA-HCOM
Colleen Cooney BA-HCOM

Sandra Cortez BS-BUS
Christi Crutchfield MA-ED
Stacy Curry BS-BUS
Nicholas Cusimano BS-BUS
Michael Dallum BA-TAT4
Emily Daniels BS-BUS
Chad Debeer BA-HCOM
Thomas Dekleer BA-HCOM
Jessica Diermier BA-LS
Hillary Dixon BA-LS
Rowena Dunaven BA-LS
Carrie Edwards BA-SBSC1
Kathryn Ellis BA-TAT4
Rebecca England BS-BUS
Carolyn Enos BA-SBSC1
Jose Farias BA-CHHS
Marco Filice BS-BUS
Sean Finney BS-ESSP
Christopher Fisher BS-TMAC
Desirae Flesher BA-LS
Angelica Fonseca BA-LS
Alejandro Garcia BA-LS
Whitney Gentry BA-LS
Sarah Glassett BS-TMAC
Gabriel Gonzales BA-WLC
Arturo Gonzalez BA-LS
Lisa Groveman BS-BUS
Kristina Guard BA-TAT4

Janna Hameister BS-ESSP
Jennifer Harty BA-LS
Fern Hector-Batson BA-HCOM
Sarah Hernandez BA-HCOM
Hazel Hernandez BA-TAT4
Jose Herrera BS-TMAC
Richard Hilton BA-TAT4
Kathleen Jackson BA-SBSC1
Chaohui Jin MS-MIT
Brandy Julien BA-LS
Myung Kang BS-BUS
Krystle Karimian BS-BUS
Rosemary Kenner BS-ESSP
Christopher Lack BA-SBSC1
Courtney Larson BA-HCOM
Erin Lawley BA-HCOM
Jennifer Leavy BA-LS
James LeCel BA-SBSC1
Amy Litton BS-ESSP
Audra Logan BA-HCOM
Victor Longoria BS-BUS
Casimiro Lovato-Winston BSTMAC
Jared Lyons BA-LS
Daniel Lyons BA-SBSC1
Veronica Mayorga Ruiz BA-LS
Jennifer McCarty BS-TMAC
Wendy McConachie BA-LS
Shannon McElfresh BS-BUS
Lucas McLelan BS-BUS
Joel McPherson BS-TMAC
Aroon Melwani MS-MS
Raquel Mendez BA-SBSC1
Rosalinda Mendoza BA-LS
Thomas Miley BS-TMAC
Tonya Miller BA-LS
Abraham Mobley BS-TMAC
Joshua Moquin BS-TMAC
Erica Morris BS-ESSP
Maria Munoz BA-CHHS
Erlinda Munoz BA-LS
Felisia Murri BA-SBSC1
Joan Natividad BA-HCOM
Adam Nielsen BA-TAT4
Nathan Northup BA-TAT4
Ryan Oliver MA-ED
John Olsen BA-TAT4
Kai Otto BA-LS
Joseph Pagano BS-BUS
Danielle Painter BS-BUS
Gina Paolini BS-ESSP
Jason Patch BA-HCOM
Matthew Peacock BA-LS

Tara Hernandez BS-BUS
Jordan Hitt BA-SBSC1
Valerie Jesolva BA-HCOM
Katherine Langford BS-ESSP
Amayia Lawson BA-LS
Agustina Leyva BA-LS
Justin Liquorman BA-WLC
David McCoy BA-TAT4

Edgar Mendoza BS-TMAC
Gina Merolla BA-SBSC1
Michael Miller BA-HCOM
Robert Miller BA-TAT4
Lee Murai MS-MS
Sara Papineau BA-LS
Kenneth Paulin BS-TMAC
Robert Peck BS-ESSP

Garrett Ripel BA-LS
Amanda Sarich BA-LS
John Scalia BS-TMAC
Andrew Schlocker BS-TMAC
Charles Schrammel BA-HCOM
Margaret Shelander BA-CHHS
Charlene Smith BA-HCOM
Marylynn Smith-Kenefick BA-

...from page 9

Jillian Slater BA
Sasha Talavera BA
Michelle Teller BA
Kirsten Toliefson Kessey BA
RyanTravaille BA
Karen Welch BA
Danay Wilson BA

World Lang. Cult

Michael Beatie BA
Roberto DeAvila BA
Nicole Dunne BA
Annaleise Ferreira BA
Joseph Lee BA
Maria Marquez-Martinez BA
Scott Muleady BA
Refugio Murillo BA
Eva Sandoval BA
Silvia Sertov BA
Jeremy Taylor BA
Benjamin Terra BA
Lisa Thornsbury BA

Summer
Claudia Aguilar BA-LS
Carrie Alexander BA-VPA
Rosa Arias BA-LS
Teresa Barsanti BS-TMAC
Katie Beckerson BA-TAT4
Donald Bizelli BS-TMAC
Kristy Blair BA-LS
Andrews Brown BS-BUS
Karolyn Brumbaugh BA-LS
Christina Bulzomi BS-BUS
Michael Clemmens BS-TMAC
Matthew Daines BA-LS
Katherine Desantis BA-TAT4
Jordan Desilva BA-SBSC1
Caitlin Dixon BS-ESSP
Daniel Edeza BA-SBSC1
Timothy Farber BA-VPA
Travis Fox BA-LS
Miguel Gudino BS-TMAC
Jose Guzman BS-BUS
Amy Harrington BS-BUS

Mark Perez BA-CHHS
Jonathon Pidgeon BA-TAT4
Marek Piecyk BS-TMAC
Randolph Polk BA-VPA
Daniel Prescod BA-HCOM
Marissa Prescott BS-BUS
Jesse Ramirez BA-WLC
Alba Ramos BA-LS
Jonathan Rector BS-BUS
Ariana Rivera BA-LS
Rebecca Rizzo BS-ESSP
Gabriel Rodríguez BS-TMAC
Jacqueline Rosselle BS-ESSP
Jennifer Rouch BA-SBSC1
Lucas Salazar BA-SBSC1
Mariah Salisbury BA-TAT4
Jason Sanchez BA-LS
Amelia Sanchez BA-LS
Christopher Sandor BS-TMAC
Jessi Sandquist BA-LS
Heidi Scott BA-LS
Edwin Servano BS-BUS
Mary Jennifer Servano MS-MIT
Bryan Shaw BA-TAT4
Victoria Singleton BA-HCOM
Lauren Sly BA-GS1
Lauryn Smith BA-LS
Jeffrey Staso BS-TMAC
Samantha Stevens BA-TAT4
Carol Still BA-HCOM
Laurie Stoddard BS-BUS
Andrew Streatfeild BS-BUS
Charles Stringer BA-HCOM
Erick Supnet BS-BUS
Veronica Tamayo BA-LS
Kathryn Tedford BA-LS
AlannaThimell BA-HCOM
Kyle Thompson BA-SBSC1
Janet Tilden MS-MS
Pablo Toledo BA-LS
Bron Torres BS-BUS
AurcattioTottress BA-MUS
Morning Vasquez BA-HCOM
Frank Walker BA-TAT4
Olga Warren BA-SBSC1
James Watson BS-TMAC
Jamie Weiler BS-ESSP
Morgan Wilkinson BS-ESSP
Jonathan Willis BS-ESSP
Carol Wolfe-Strickland BA-LS
Matt Yahr BS-TMAC
Maja Zmyslowski BA-HCOM

GS1
Judith Swartz MA-ED
Dianne Thompson BA-LS
Brennan Tiffany BA-TAT4
Misty Tyson BA-LS
Daniel Worth BA-WLC
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Opinion

My name is Denise Gant and this document serves
as notice of a formal complaint against the republi
can club of California State University, Monterey
Bay and the republican central committee and
University Police. The following report is the
nature of my complaint:
On May 2,2005 I arrived at the Churchill event
early. My intention was to quietly hold up a sign
that read on one side, “What Are You So Afraid
Of,” and on the other side, “The Truth Hurts.” And
that is what I did.
Immediately, the republicans (they did not
appear to be student) started calling me vulgar
names, spitting at me and eventually attempted
to shove me out of site.
As the camera was aimed directly at me, it
picked up on of the republican (the white male in
the white polo shirt) slandering me with the fol
lowing remark: “Officer, arrest that woman and
press charges. I saw her, she took her sign and
hit him like this (mimicking the gesture that he
accused me of making).”
I never once raised my sign to anyone, let alone
hit anyone. I repeat, this is all on camera.
He also kept calling me ugly names. For what
ever reason, the police chose to listen to the white
male in the white polo shirt and without any kind of
warning grabbed my arm in such a vice grip that it
hurts even now.
The manner in which the police turned me
around, caused such pain in my hip that it hurts
even now. Another republican male with a long
gray ponytail kept spitting at me and calling me
vulgar names with so much venom in his voice
that it was frightening.
He also positioned himself right next to me so
that he could begin shoving me. I did not know
any of these people. All I did was hold up my
sign.
This caused me to be assaulted by the repub
lican central committee and the campus police.
I am a grandmother. I pay to go to school at
California State University, Monterey Bay. The
republican central committee does not.
Why did the police listen to the white male
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Letters
and, not only completely ignore me, but caused
harm to my body?
I want the police and the republican central
committee held responsible for what they did to
me. If I had committed such an assault, I would
have—indeed—been arrested.
The double standard is not acceptable.
It has taken me a while to author this document
because of the emotional trauma that I have been
dealing with as a direct result of my treatment.
To date, I continue to deal with this trauma.
Denise Gant | Student at CSUMB

Dear Otter Realm,
I am mentioned in your paper this issue in the
“Enthusiasts Motors revved”. The reason I am
writing is too have a few questions answered.
By the way Michael Lewis did a good job on
his side of the paper.
Michael had emailed me to confirm the spell
ing of my last name which is de Temple. How
ever in your article it is spelling DeTemple.
Also, about the pictures, after reading the
article I could have swore that there were TWO
CARS mentioned in the article.. How ever, why
is there TWO pictures of a ALMOST stock car.
In which the appearance you can hardly tell he
has touched his car.
Now personally, I would have pick the pictures
that where the most aesthetically please. I dont
see a 98% stock engine being that!!!
Michael and I both agree that the fact that
the pictures he asked for I took, why they were
disqualified from your selection.... Please let
me know why the ball was dropped on this
article.....
Ryan de Temple CSUMB Student

Rachel,
I am writing because I am very dissapointed in
the recent article in the Otter Realm. “Capstone
crash course: senior projects demystified” left out
perhaps the most interesting aspects of capstone
areas here at CSUMB.
There was no mention of capstones in the TAT
department, where some students are required
to write and/or direct a production. Information
about the TAT Capstone is available at http://tat.
csumb.edu/about_frameset.html.
Also, there is VPA, which offer very interest
ing capstone projects. Finally, you also forgot
to include MPA, a new major at CSUMB. THe
article never mentioned any of the majors I listed,
all of which are interesting and vital parts of the
program at CSUMB.

Brian Farrell SBSC Sophomore

I just read Darrell Hirashima’s column,
“Uncommon Sense”, from the May 5-18 2005
Otter Realm. While Darrell characterizes his
column as “self-indulgent reminiscing,” I found
it anything but.
I am veryimpressed by the magnitude of
Darrell’s observationhere regarding people and
society. This is an astute realization about behav
ior that I wish more people would discover the
truth of.
Perhaps if more peoplesaw the truth of this, the
world would be a little more tolerant.Thanks for
sharing your insight into wisdom. Good show.

Just sign me
“A guy who works in the
community andlikes to keep up with CSUMB.”

Opinion

Diary of a mad college graduate
M. Cristina Medina, Staff Reporter
MARTHA_MED[N A@CSUM B. EDU

My experiences at this campus
have been mesmerizing and
stressful and I have only been
part of the CSUMB community
since the spring of 2003.
Over this past semester I have
dealt with more stress than all my
years of college combined.
Coming from CSU Bakersfield,
Cabrillo College, and CSUMB, I
have had three different experi
ences, each one worse than the

Over this past
semester I have dealt

with more stress than

all my years of college
combined.

one before. However I have found
that being a student of CSUMB,
I have had more advantages than
coming from other schools.
Other campuses as I have seen
it are in isolated, expensive, rac
ist, or unsupportive communities
where students have to find a
way to cope with their surround
ings. This was the case with me
at CSU Bakersfield.

At CSU Bakersfield during my .
Maybe it was just me, but these
first quarter I faced more rac little actions are what make the
ism then I had ever faced in my college experience more positive
hometown community. This was and less stressful, especially when
a challenge I faced every day dealing with a tight and demand
while looking for work, going to ing schedule.
certain places or
trying to work
with other stu
dents.
Yet the most
difficult part of
going to CSU
Bakersfield was
having teach
ers assistants
teach the classes
rather than pro
fessors, simply
because teach
ers’ assistants
did not have all
the information
for the lectures.
Dealing with
teachers’ assis
tants on a daily
basis was an
obstacle as well as dealing with
I came from two schools that
paperwork. While going to CSU dealt with reading, quizzing, and
Bakersfield and Cabrillo College, testing. It was a new concept for
I also faced many closed doors me to be doing presentations as
when trying do deal with impor well as essays. I have noticed that
tant paperwork.
many students realize how fortu
Here at CSUMB I was sur nate we are as CSUMB students
prised to see how friendly the to not be worrying constantly
staff was when dealing with about studying for a weekly quiz.
financial aid, registration and The class I have taken didn’t deal
other important matters.
with quizzes.

Yet with all these experiences
there have been some experiences
I am still trying to deal with like
having this school be recognized.
Anytime during conversations,
people would ask me what col

PHOTO COURTESY OF FREEFOTO.COM

lege I went to, and I would always
reply either CSUMB or Monterey
Bay. Many times I would get blank
looks simply because they didn’t
know that there was a CSU in the
Monterey County. Also this school
would be confused with Monterey
Peninsula College (MPC).
Being recognized in a school
that works differently is always
good because it’s actually break

ing a mold that has existed for
too long.
In this last semester I have
dealt with too many obstacles.
My internship was an hour and a
half away from school, I had a lot
of car trouble and also personal
family issues.
Each obstacle would have been
less of a pain if they were to have
happened sparingly, but when
combined together it’s a recipe
for a breakdown.
In the past few weeks I dealt
with a bad internship where I
will be getting credit, a car which
will no longer work, and a rela
tive who fell ill just days before
my graduation.
Some things are prevent
able while some will happen
regardless of what the plans are.
However one thing is for sure:
one should always expect the
unexpected even during the last
semester of college.
I never expected to graduate
this semester, and my plans have
changed drastically. Writing this
last opinion piece is also bitter
sweet since it will be my last in
this school newspaper.
On the other hand, it was an
unforgettable experience to be part
of a conscious campus, a strug
gling Greek council, and a dedi
cated newspaper staff. With one
foot outside the door, the other
remains inside the campus walls,
yet its time to leave the nutshell.

The Realm bids a fond farewell to these staffers

Aldo Vargas

Production Editor

Aldo Vargas started his
career at the Otter Realm
a year and half ago as a
page designer and graphics
illustrator.
He has come to rise to the
ranks of Production Editor.
Aldo has been a source
of humor, insight and gifted
design skill for the Realm
and he will be deeply
missed by the entire staff
He is going on to persue
a career in magazine page
design and aspires to some
day become the Production
Editor of Details magazine.

Alex Chapman

News Editor

Alex Chapman began
his involvement with the
Otter Realm last semester
as a reporter focussing on
some of the major news
story on campus.
His fearless reporting
style and excellent writing
skills landed him the job of
News Editor in the Spring
2005 semester.
Alex’s dry wit and politi
cally charged humor will
be missed as he goes on to
make plans for bigger and
better things in the arena of
journalism.

Darrell Hiroshima

Sports Editor

Darrell Hirashima first
started at the Otter Realm
a year and a half ago as
a sports reporter in the
Amanda Wollard era.
His great writing style
and personal knowledge of
sports as an athlete earned
him the position of Sports
Editor in the Fall of 2004.
Darrell has been an asset
to the Realm as a confident
and capable leader.
He plans to work on his
magazine, The Joint, as
Editor in Chief after gradu
ation.
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Campus Life

What do you want to be
when you grow up?

Heather Johnson, StaffReporter

Chad Ghiron, Photo Editor

Heather_Johnson@csumb.edu

Chad_Ghiron@csumb.edu

Adrian Kerri hard
TAT
SENIOR

“When I grow up I want to be one of those
people that you meet every once in a while
that makes you think, ‘Maybe growing up
doesn’t have to be so bad,’ you know?”’

Maria Tassos
BUSINESS
SENIOR (AGAIN!)
“When I grow up I want to rule the
world. But in a good way. Yeah,
world domination for sure.”

Johnny “Ruckus” Ridgill
UNDECLEARED
JUNIOR

“When I grow up I want to make music
for people to remember 1,000 years from
now, that forever in the crate shit!”

Lindsey McElrath
UNDECLEARED
FRESHMAN
“When I grow up I want to
be a famous musician! That
would be awesome!”
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Life and love of JTG

Staff Reporters
Benjamin Demarest, Paul Diecidue,
Amanda Folliard, Justin Kisner, Michael Lewis,
M. Cristina Medina, Marian Muhammad,
Erin Nokes, Anette Partida, Chad Rede,
Kimberrey Solana, Luis Vicuna, F. Josh Warren

Production Staff
Michelle Burke, Alexander Chapman,
Sara Dowe, Chad Ghiron, Darrell Hirashima,
Adam Joseph, Rachel Kane, Justin Kisner,
M. Cristina Medina, Erin Nokes, Aldo C. Vargas

This June, after seven years at
CSUMB, James Thomas Green (JTG)
will be receiving his Bachelor of Arts
degree in TMAC. Though it’s now
time for him to move on, his impact on
this campus will be remembered
“I am passionate about social jus
tice. I often get involved when I can
and make a difference,” said Green.
Throughout his time here, this enthu
siasm has helped JTG make his mark
all over campus.
JTG has acted in six plays at
CSUMB, including “Twilight: Los
Angeles 1992,” “AMidsummer Night’s
Dream” and “Zeus.” He has also made
several short films for the CSUMB
TAPS festival, served a semester as a
student voice representative and wrote
an array of front-page stories for the
Otter Realm.
“During the time I was part of the
Otter Realm, I wrote stories about
President Clinton’s visit to Monterey,
Panetta lectures, Ord bums, and sev
eral science articles including one on
the annual Leonid meteor shower,”
said Green.
These days, JTG is most recognized
for his show on Otterstream, called
“Random Reverberations,” which airs
Friday nights, and his frequent posts
on Open Forum.
“I am one of the most widely fol
lowed writers,” said Green. “Many
people tell me that they primarily
read Open Forum for my posts, which
cover a wide range of topics.”
JTG regularly shares his views
about science, politics, law and
human life issues. He is not afraid to
share his opinions on controversial
topics such as abortion, drugs, human
rights and war.
Over the years, his frequent posts on
Open Forum have become quite popu
lar among the students at CSUMB.
According to SBS senior Sema Seyedi,
“He keeps informed about issues that
are important to his peers, alumni and

friends and shares his views and commentary.”
Besides meeting many new acquaintances on
Open Forum, JTG also met his flaneé, BUS junior,
Korina Sanchez. “James is the type of person who
seems not to have any barriers in sharing and say
ing any of his thoughts and personal emotions,”
said Sanchez.
Sanchez had been a fan of JTG’s post three years
before meeting him. “She became a fan of my writ
ing and points of view,” said Green. “She would
often look in Open Forum for my posts, and if there
were none, she would simply log out with out read
ing anyone else’s.”
Green proposed marriage to Sanchez over Open
Forum on May 16.
After their wedding in June 2007, Green and
Sanchez plan to peruse several business ventures.
These include developing audio CDs for patients in
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comas and a consulting firm that specializes in the
needs of the Spanish speaking community.
Together, Green and Sanchez continue to share
their passion and dedication to serving the local
communities of the central coast. “Our love keeps
getting better and better,” said Sanchez.

